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PARTY AT THE FLAMINGO 
The Kizomba Connection 

 

The international dance sensation Kizomba now has a 
beaming presence in the North Bay. The bright pink 
neon Flamingo above the famous Santa Rosa based 
resort marks the spot. The only dance club you’ll find 
offering Kizomba dance nights in this corner of the bay 
is The Flamingo Lounge in Santa Rosa, CA. While you 
might come across the occasional pop-up Kizomba 
dance social in the area, you won’t find another nearby 
Kizomba event offering all the perks of a swanky hotel 
like The Flamingo Resort. Things like ambiance, a good 
sound system, a large dance floor, a full bar and menu, 
and overnight accommodation options matter.  
 

When Latin music and dance event presenter Irene Silva of Santa Rosa Salsa chose husband and wife Tyler 
Crandall and Misha Bailey of Dsantos Dance California - to lead Tuesday Kizomba Nights at The Flamingo, 
Silva had a feeling she was onto something big.  
 
The worldwide popularity of Kizomba is a growing phenomenon. Ask anyone who enjoys Salsa and Bachata 
dancing. They’ll tell you Kizomba is everywhere. Case and point, “It really makes sense for people to start to 
develop the skill because when they go somewhere, there’s going to be Kizomba,” says Bailey.  
 
In a word, Kizomba means “party,” in the Kimbundu language of Angola, Africa. Derived from the 
traditional style of music and partner dance Semba, moderate tempo African rhythms with vocals primarily 
sung in Portuguese yield a romantic style of music and sensual partner dance. 
 
Outside of Latin America and the Portuguese speaking regions in Africa where Kizomba is prominent, the 
music and dance have an exceptionally strong presence in Montreal, Western Europe, and the East Coast. 
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While the Kizomba movement has been more gradual in parts of the U.S., including California, metropolitan 
areas are often the first to embrace Kizomba culture.  
 
Under their trade names Tyler and Misha, the couple performs, hosts dance events, and teach Salsa, 
Bachata, Kizomba and other dances in and around Santa Rosa, Petaluma, and Calistoga. Crandall proudly 
shares, “Right here in Santa Rosa, people want to do this dance. People just love the vibe.” He adds, “The 
music is slower. It’s urban. It has a sensual feel…. It’s close like Tango, but this one is led from the lower 
body… .some students, they’ve done all of our classes and they just want to do Kizomba.”  
 
Dancing since 2002 in a variety of Latin dance forms, Crandall - originally from Vermont, found his calling 
in 2010 when he began his training with Kizomba dance master Manuel Dos Santos (aka Dr. Kizomba), the 
founder of Dsantos Dance Canada - the country’s first Kizomba dance school. “When I started dancing 
Kizomba, I just loved the feel of it,” says Crandall. “Because it’s not super fast, you can dance for hours and 
hours. It’s a great dance to learn to feel more connected with people…. If you’ve never done a dance before, 
I suggest you start here,” he adds. 
 
Misha Bailey from Sebastopol started her dance training in ballet and modern at age four. Dancing 
throughout college, while in Vermont in 2014, Bailey discovered her new found love for partner dancing 
through Kizomba. Not only that, she found her partner in life. The couple married in September.  
 

Experience the Joy and Connection  

Kizomba Tuesdays  
with Tyler and Misha of Dsantos Dance, CA 

 

Beginning Lesson 7 pm - 8 pm. No partner or experience necessary. 
 

Intermediate Lesson 8 pm - 9 pm. No partner necessary. Experience recommended.  
 

Open Dancing 9 pm - 12 am with DJ Tyler playing the best of Kizomba, Bachata and more. 
 

$10 cover charge includes lessons and dancing. Purchase in advance or at the door. 
 

21+ with I.D. | Dress to impress | Full Bar | Free Parking 
 

Santa Rosa Salsa Events at The Flamingo Lounge  
Monthly Live Salsa Music - Saturdays  

Santa Rosa Salsa Nights - Sundays 
Kizomba Nights - Tuesdays 
Bachata Nights - Thursdays 

 

Flamingo Resort Hotel, 2777 Fourth Street, Santa Rosa, CA 95405 
 

Other Santa Rosa Salsa Events 
Dancing Under the Stars featuring Live Salsa music every Summer at Francis Ford Coppola Winery  
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